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VETERINARY REFERRAL
SERVICES NEW CLINIC
RENOVATIONS
Renovations are now well and truly underway with
flooring and cabinets starting to go in, the space is
beginning to look more and more like a clinic.
The x-ray room door and window has been installed and
the rooms inside are starting to take shape.
Our builders have started work on the exterior of the
building as seen in the image to the left and we can't wait
to see the final result.
Although we have experienced some expected delays due
to covid level restrictions, we expect the bulk of the build
will finished by the end of November, so watch this space!
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For many pets, Guy Fawkes is
a very stressful time of year

Many animals find fireworks scary, there
are some simple things you can do to
help your pet deal with fireworks.
If possible, keep your pets indoors and
create a quiet and safe hiding spot for
them.
Walk your dogs during daylight hours
and avoid walking them at night during
the fireworks.
Close windows and curtains, and put on
music or the tv to muffle sounds outside.
Microchip cats in advance incase they
escape and become lost.

SPRING CLEANING AND THE
DANGERS TO YOUR ANIMALS
Keeping a safe and healthy home for your pets
Recently a number of animals have needed veterinary
treatment because of signs of intoxication or mouth
burns from licking their coats after walking through areas
that have been cleaned with chemical products.
Cats are meticulous when it comes to grooming
themselves so will lick their coat and paws after
walking or rolling in treated surfaces and let’s face it,
most dogs like to eat things.
Be aware of the household products you are using and
where your pets are at the time, keep them inside or
in a different room to where you are cleaning and read
the instructions with regards to toxicity to pets.
Keeping animals away from outdoor areas until they
are dry or rinsed away will help keep your pet safe.
Don’t leave any cleaning products lying around.
If you have any concerns or are unsure if your pet has
come into contact with a product, give the team a call
on 07 849 2963 for help or advice

ThunderShirt for dogs are
in clinic now, available in
size small, medium and
large in solid gray colour.
Call our team on (07) 849
2963 to enquire about one
for your dog.
We also stock other great
products that can help
with anxiety in pets such
as Calm food and Feliway
spray and diffusers.

